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Aptitude test questions and answers pdf for bank exams

In this section, you can find many aptitude questions with answers and explanations. The quantitative aptitude questions with the above answers cover various categories and are extremely useful for competitive examinations. All responses are explained in detail with very detailed descriptions of responses. The quantitative aptitude questions mentioned above also contain
aptitude questions for various placement and competition exams. These will help students who are preparing for any type of competition exams. The aptitude questions of the quantities given here are extremely useful for all kinds of competitive examinations such as the Common Aptitude Test (CAT), Mat, GMAT, EXAMEN IBPS, CSAT, CLAT, Competitive Banking Reviews,
ICET, COMPETITIVE Reviews UPSC, CLAT, SSC Competitive Reviews, TEST SNAP, KPSC, XAT, GRE, Competitive Defence Reviews, L.I.C/ G. I.C. Competitive Review, Rail Competitive Review, CNPSC, University Grants Commission (UGC), Career Skills Test (COMPUTER companies) etc. I really like this page, because of aptitude issues. Why don't you put the reasoning
and the verbal questions, why not put questions of reasoning and verbal ability. I really like this page, because of aptitude issues. Why not put the reasoning and verbal questions.1) A water tank is hemispheric below and cylindrical at the top. If the radius is $12 million and the capacity is $3312/cubic meter, the height of the cylindrical part in meters is as follows: 2) If three metal
spheres of radius $6$$ cms, $8$cms and $10$cms are melted from a single sphere, the diameter of the new sphere will be: 3) Sixty men can build a wall in 40$ days, but although they start work together, $5 men leave every ten days. The time required to build the wall is: 4) Shyam travels on his cycle and has calculated to reach the A point at $2 PM If he travels at $10 km/h. he
will reach it at noon at $12 if he moves to $15 km/h. How fast does it have to travel to reach the $ point at $1 PM: 5) An aircraft travelling at $700 km/h in level flight drops a $1,000-meter bomb on a target. The time spent from the release of the bomb to the target strike is closest to the figure: 6) In a history review, the average for the entire class was $80 marks. If $10%$ of
students scored $95 points and $20%$ scored $90 points. What were the average grades of the remaining students in the class1) A water tank is hemispheric below and cylindrical at the top. If the radius is $12 million and the capacity is $3312/cubic metre, the height of the cylindrical portion in metres is the 2) If three metal spheres of radius $6$cms, $8$cms and $10$cms are
melted from a single sphere, the diameter of the new sphere will be: 3) Sixty men can build a wall in $40 days, but although they start work together, $5 men leave every ten days. The time needed to build the wall is: 4) Shyam travels on his cycle and calculated to at point 'A' to $2 PM If travelling at $10 km/h. it will reach $12 at noon if it travels at $15 km/h. How fast does it have
to travel to reach the $ point at $1 PM: 5) An aircraft travelling at $700 km/h in level flight drops a $1,000-meter bomb on a target. The time spent from the release of the bomb to the target strike is closest to the figure: 6) In a history review, the average for the entire class was $80 marks. If $10%$ of students scored $95 points and $20%$ scored $90 points. What was the average
marks of the remaining students of the class6) Suppose students $=100$$10×95=950\\20×90=1800$$950+1800+70x=80×100\\x=75$6) Suppose students $=100$$10×95=950\\20×90=1800$$950+1800+70x=80×100\\x=75$4) $d= t×10$$d=(t-2)×15$$t=6$ hrs$d=60$ $60=5×s$speed $=12$ km/hr4) $d= t×10$$d=(t-2)×15$$t=6$ hrs$d=60$ $60=5×s$speed $=12$ km/hr3) Total
man days $=2400$$60×10+55×10+50×10+45×10=2100$ man days$\dfrac{300}{40}=7.5$ daysTotal days $=10+10+10+10+7.5=47.5$ days3) Total man days $=2400$$60×10+55×10+50×10+45×10=2100$ man days$\dfrac{300}{40}=7.5$ daysTotal days $=10+10+10+10+7.5=47.5$ days2) $\dfrac{4}{3}×\dfrac{22}{7}×r×r×r=\dfrac{4}{3}×\dfrac{22}
{7}×(216+512+1000)$$r×r×r=1728$$ r=12$ cm2) $\dfrac{4}{3}×\dfrac{22}{7}×r×r×r=\dfrac{4}{3}×\dfrac{22}{7}×(216+512+1000)$$r×r×r=1728$$r=12$ cm1) Volume, V $=\dfrac{22}{7}×12×12\left(\dfrac{4}{3}×12×\dfrac{1}{2}+h\right)=3312×\dfrac{22}{7}$$12×12\left(\dfrac{4}{3}×12×\dfrac{1}{2}+h\right)=3312\\\dfrac{4}{3}×12×\dfrac{1}{2}+h=23\\8+h=23\\h=23-8=15\text{ m}$1)
Volume, V $=\dfrac{22}{7}×12×12\left(\dfrac{4}{3}×12×\dfrac{1}{2}+h\right)=3312×\dfrac{22}{7}$$12×12\left(\dfrac{4}{3}×12×\dfrac{1}{2}+h\right)=3312\\\dfrac{4}{3}×12×\dfrac{1}{2}+h=23\\8+h=23\\h=23-8=15\text{ m}$we will have to take up physics formulae for 5th one$s=ut+0.5at^2$here $s=1000$$u=0$ (initial speed)$a=g=9.8$ m/s2So time can be calculated as $14.14 secwe
will have to take physics formulas for 5th one$s-ut-0.5at-2$here $s$1000 $u$0 (initial speed)$a.g-9.8$ m/s2So time can be calculated as $14.14 secAnswer for Q2:If three metal spheres have melted and formed a new sphere, the volume of the three spheres will be equivalent to the volume of the new sphere and the final equation will be $(r_1)3-3(r_2)-3 r_3-$3-R-3$here, $6-3-3-
10-3-R-3-Rightarrow 216-512-R-3-Rightarrow R-1728-1/3-Rightarrow R-12-text-cm-$Hence, diameter of the new sphere will be $(2R)$i.e $24 cm. Answer for Q2: If three metal spheres have melted and formed a new sphere, the volume of the three spheres will be equivalent to the volume of the new sphere and the final equation will be $(r_1) 3-3(r_2)-3 r_3-$3-R3$here, $6-3-3-
10-3-R-3-Rightarrow 216-512-R-3-Rightarrow R-1728-1/3-Rightarrow R-12-text-cm-$Hence, diameter of the new sphere will be $(2R)$i.e $24 cm.4. Since the distance is the same$s-×t_1-s_2×t_2-quad$($s-$1-$10 km/h, $s$2-$15 ($2$ o’clock on $24$ hrs clock is $14,$ tandis que $12$ is $12$)$140-10t=180-15t\quad$ $12$)$140-10t=180-15t\quad$ is the start time)$5t-$40 $t$8
hrs, means that he had started the journey at $8.00 s_1(14 t)-d-10 (14-8) d'60-text km-$Time to reach the destination $13-8-5$hrsPeed $-drac-d-tra d{60}{5}$12 kmph4. Since the distance is the same$s-1×t_1-s_2×t_2-quad$($s-$1-10 km/h, $s-$2-$15 km/h)$10 (14-t)-15 (12-t)-quad$($2$ o) 'clock on $24 hour hs is $14,$ while $12$ is $12$)$140-10t-180-15t-quad$ ($$t is the start
time)$5t-$40$$t-8$8 hours, means that he had started his journey at $8.a.d s_1 (14-t) d-10 (14-8) d'60-text $Time km to reach destination $13-8$5$$$dfrac{60}{5}$12 kmph1234... 19Next1-10 of the 188 comments (use Q and A for new questions)? LinkCtrl - LImageCtrl - GTable-Special CharacterCtrl - Q Name Please sign in to post comments The Banking Sector has a huge
offering of job vacancies and each of them requires a wide range of skills. As such, employers generally follow a rigorous selection process to ensure that they acquire the right candidate. If you are considering applying for a role in the financial industry, we recommend that you research both the company and the financial services they offer. This will help you understand the
company's goals and the relevance of the role you are applying for, in terms of contributing to the overall brand vision. It will also allow you to answer questions that the interviewer may ask you during an interview. In terms of preparation for the application process, it is common for companies in the banking sector to ask you to take aptitude and psychometric tests. These help the
employer determine which candidates have the appropriate skills for the role in question. Bank Digital Reasoning Tests The numerical reasoning test assesses your ability to evaluate, analyze and interpret the numerical information provided to you in graphs, graphs and tables. It is especially for performing digital reasoning tests before taking exams to improve your accuracy and
speed that you can answer questions. Bank Verbal Reasoning Tests Verbal Reasoning Tests assess your comprehension and comprehension skills. In the verbal reasoning test, you will be presented with a short passage of text that you will be required to interpret before answering questions about. These are usually in the True, False, Can't Say format, although there is a range
of alternatives too. Bank Situational Judgment Tests The situational judgment test is a set of questions assessing how you might respond to hypothetical events and situations that occur in the workplace. Based on how you respond to the situational judgment test, the company an understanding of whether you are a good fit for them. All quantitative aptitude topics are available
here with full quantitative aptitude questions and answers for SSC, Banking and other competitive reviews. Aspiring candidates who are looking for quantitative aptitude issues can easily practice here with all the quantitative subjects of aptitude. This blog contains topics of up-to-date quantitative aptitude and having selective quantitative aptitude questions with answers for
competitive exams. Let's practice quantitative aptitude issues for sure success in SSC and banking exams. Choose any quantitative aptitude subject for SSC, Banking Reviews and other competitive reviews: Q.1. In a code, CORNER is written under the name GSVRIV. How central can it be written in this code? A. DFOUSBM B. GIRXVEP C. GNFJKER D. None of those Q.2s.
Which of the following words would correctly decode the word ZHOFRPH if the simple alphabet change code is used? A. ARTISTS B. COMPUTE C. MAILING D. MAILING Q.3. If people are coded like PLPOEE, how is the trend coded? A. TNERD B. DNERT C. NDETR D. TRDNE Q.4. If December 3, 2000 was Sunday, what day was January 3, 2001? A. Friday B. Thursday C.
Wednesday D. Sunday Q.5. If January 30, 2003 was Thursday, what was the day of March 2, 2003? A. Sunday B. Tuesday C. Wednesday D. Friday Q.6. What was the weekday of July 2, 1984? A. Wednesday B. Tuesday C. Monday D. Thursday Q.7. The average temperature for Mondays, Tuesdays and Wednesdays was 40 degrees Celsius. The average for Tuesdays,
Wednesdays and Thursdays was 41 degrees Celsius, and Thursday's average was 45 degrees Celsius. What was the temperature on Monday? (A) 42 degrees (B) 50 degrees (C) 45 degrees (D) 40 degrees Q.8. A batsman has a certain average of runs for 16 innings. In the 17th inning, he scored 85 runs, increasing the average by 3, what's the average before the 17th inning?
(A) 30 (B) 32 (C) 34 (D) 35 Q.9. Three years ago, the average age of Nandu and Panna was 18. With Shubha joining them now their average age became 22 years. How old is Shubha now? (A) 27 (B) 28 (C) 24 (D) 25 Q.10. Two pipes one fill a tank in 10 hours and 12 hours respectively, while a third pipe empties the entire tank in 20 hours. If all three pipes work simultaneously,
how long will the tank be filled? (A) 7 a.m. (B) 8 hours. (C) 7 a.m. 30 minutes. (D) 8 a.m. 30 minutes. Choose any quantitative aptitude topic for SSC, banking exams and other competitive exams: Students can ask in the comments section anything about quantitative aptitude questions and answers if they face difficulties in quantitative aptitude questions and answers. Go to the
next page for more questions and answers of practical quantitative aptitude for the SSC and bank exams. Exams.
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